northern Italy or the Scandanavian
states bordering the Baltic have
much better examples of working
economies that mix the market,
state and private property and constantly adapted interventions and
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA-Like the regulations. Instead, the U.S. has besubject of Kafka's famous story, "The come to the East European right
Metamorphosis," the economies of what the Soviet Union was to much '
Central and East Europe are losing of the West European left in 1945—
their human shape and becoming the source and model of power,
brittle, insect-like entities under the ideas and political support.
Despite all the talk of Poland,
guidance of the neoliberals now in
Czechoslovakia
and Hungary "recharge. These economists have
joining
Europe,"
what Klaus, Balachieved what 40 years of Communist preaching failed to do—per- cerowicz or Joszef Antall, the rightsuade people that full employment, wing Hungarian prime minister, apsocial protection and central plan- pear to be trying to do is leap-frog
ning may have some virtues after all. over their immediate Western neighAnd, as in Kafka's tale, the victim is bors and join up with California—
assured that all is well and the un- though Colombia is what they will
speakable changes taking place are end up with if their economic ideolreally quite in the normal order of ogy is fully implemented.
Klaus and his fellow ideologues
things.
are
implementing their neoliberal
In Czechoslovakia—where Finance
theory
by means of Leninist practice.
Minister Vaclav Klaus is solidifying
Klaus
is not some Bohemian David
his power—that transformation can
Stockman,
Reagan's disastrous
be seen mainly in rising unemploybudget
director,
wrecking an econment—15 percent already in Slovakia,
rising prices that are driving workers omy for a few years before drifting
to issue strike threats and sinking off to the pleasures and profit of priproduction. Klaus' counterpart in vate business. No, Klaus is a totalist
Poland, Leszek Balcerowicz, pre- with a complete political program
sided over an even more disastrous to hand.
The first measure is the purge. Jan
achievement. Balcerowicz, who recently left his position as finance Kavan, the former London-based
minister when a new government dissident who was the main proptook parliamentary power, presided agandist for Charter 77 in the West,
over two years of financial catas- nearly lost his seat in the Czech partrophe. During his tenure, consump- liament because of a carefully ortion and industrial output fell ganized smear campaign claiming
dramatically, while inflation skyrock- that he was a collaborator with the
eted. According to the Polish econ- secret police. He was officially
omist Tadeusz Kowalik, Poland now cleared of the charges last month.
has "mass unemployment which is "Klaus and his men target me beexpected to increase. Despite this, cause I stand up for social demolabor discipline has barely improved. cratic ideas such as the mixed econHidden unemployment relative to in- omy, social protection for women
dustrial output has actually increased. and the poor, and for the defense of
This means that unit costs have in- workers' rights," he says.
The Klausites have passed a new
creased considerably and that the
economy has become even more in- law calling for all state employees
who were Communist Party memefficient."
Kowalik, like Klaus, was an anti- bers to be purged. Collective guilt is
communist, opposed to the regimes back as a principle in state politics.
that were toppled in 1989. Like Klaus, This does not affect the old ruling
he studied in the U.S., but his Ameri- elite, who hopped carefully to the
can experience has left him con- private sector taking billions of state
vinced that Klaus and Balcerowicz cash with them. But it will allow
have been implementing disastrous room for loyal Klausites to be placed
policies. They have become what the in key posts in ministeries. All over
Polish intellectual and Solidarity ac- East Europe and the Soviet Union,
tivist Adam Michnik calls "right-wing the strongest advocates of Klausism
Bolsheviks," applying a rigid, inflex- are ex-Communists who have gone
ible program that assumes a scien- into "bizness" usually acting as
tifically predictable outcome based agents for Western capital.
The second measure is to maron social engineering.
The economic theory is that of ginalize the Charter 77 inheritance.
the unregulated free market based Czech President Vaclav Havel has
exclusively on private-property re- been forced to agree to morally dubilations extending to health, educa- ous decisions, such as selling tanks
tion, the media, social insurance as to Syria and refusing to veto the law
well as finance, trade and produc- calling for the Communist purgetion. This ideology was glowingly even though he was known to be
oversold in the '80s as the Reagan- against it. Bit by bit, he is turning
Thatcher revolution appeared to into a symbol rather than a powerwielder. His job is probably safe, but
sweep all before it.
Austria, Germany, Switzerland, a future of political irrelevance and

Eastern Europe's
neoliberal
metamorphosis
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lots of foreign literary prizes is all
that awaits him unless he gets his
hands dirty with politics.
The third measure is to ban trade
unions. Given that it was the general
strike by Czech metal workers that
was the decisive shove two years
ago in the process of getting rid of
the Communist regime, it is still difficult to do this formally. But Klaus
and the weak labor minister, Petr
Millar, have ignored agreements arrived at with unions in round-table
discussions and talk openly about
breaking union power. Strikes
against mass unemployment will be
the pretext for passing new laws to
weaken labor.
The fourth measure is to divert
attention from economic catastrophe
by blaming others. The easiest (and
far from illegitimate) targets are the
old Communist regimes and the hidden Communist hand that Klaus
claims obstructs the creation of a
prosperous, market-economy Czechoslovakia. In parallel, a little touch
of nationalism helps. Klaus, for
example, simply shrugs his shoulders
when the disastrous consequences
of his policy for Slovakia are pointed
out. "Business as usual," he says, as
if Slovakia splitting off would not
trouble him at all. The examples
elsewhere in post-communist East
Europe of passing the buck to the
"Reds," the Jews or national
minorities shows this tactic at work.
The fifth measure is controlling the
media. In Hungary, the parliamentary leader of the ruling Democratic
Forum Party has called for "decisive
action" against the media, which in
the finest traditions of Hungarian journalistic impertinence are vigorous in
criticizing government policy.
Two years after the Velvet Revolution and the fall of the Berlin Wall,
Eastern and Central Europe are still
waiting for a final settlement. Unlike
Spain and Portugal, where the 70s
transition to democracy after 40
years of dictatorship was eased by
tolerance, compromise and an accommodationist forgiving of old
scores, the mood in Eastern Europe
is quite different.
In mid-1947, two years after
Nazism was overthrown, there was
still no political-economic settlement in Europe. But in six short
months, between autumn 1947 and
spring 1948, the iron curtain came
ringing down and hopes for progress
and democracy were dissolved in
communist terror and capitalist accumulation.
It is difficult to see Eastern Europe
today limping along trying to mix
American or Thatcherite ideology
with the respect for human dignity
and rights that anti-communists like
Havel or Michnik fought for. One
force or one set of values must win
out—and the odds are that Klaus
will achieve his metamorphosis. It
will not be a pretty sight.
-Denis MacShane

THtHATlOH
By John B. Judis
MANCHESTER. N H

HEN THE DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL
candidates appear at town
meetings in working-class towns
like Rochester and Claremont,
two out of every three questions they answer
are about health insurance. How will they
make it available to people out of work or
who work for small businesses that don't
provide it? And how will they pay for it? Each
of the Democratic candidates has an ambitious and plausible plan—except for one.
Iowa Sen. Thomas Harkin says that if he
is elected, he will make national health insurance the highest priority of his new administration. But he speaks in the vaguest
generalities about the kind of plan he favors
and attacks his opponents' plans on grounds
that could apply to any significant attempt
to reform health care.
Harkin's refusal to take a stand would
make sense if he were running as a conser-

W

Harkin may be the
"true Democrat" on the
rights of labor unions
and on military spending,
but he is not the true
Democrat on health
insurance—an important
issue for working-class
Democrats.

vative Democrat, but he says he is the "true
Democrat" and he taunts his opponents as
"weak Democrats." He claims that he is following in the tradition of Harry Truman, yet
in 1949 Truman introduced a governmentrun and financed plan for national health
insurance that was more far-reaching than
any that the candidates currently advocate.
Rising taxes: When Harkin is asked about
health insurance, he claims that he will get
a national health plan adopted within a year
of becoming president, but that he presently
lacks the expertise to propose a detailed
plan. This is a defensible position except for
two things. Harkin has more experience in
health issues than any other candidate, and
he is the chairman of the health and labor
subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations
Committee.
And Harkin does not limit himself to platitudes about his own position, but goes on
to make specific and far-reaching criticisms
of his opponents' plans. These criticisms
echo those of the Washington insurance
lobby and suggest that Harkin is not merely
against the current proposals, but against
any proposal for reform.
Harkin made his position abundantly clear
in the January 31 Democratic debate that was
moderated by PBS's Robert MacNeil and Jim
Lehrer. Lehrer asked the candidates to explain
how they planned to provide universal care.
Paul Tsongas and Bill Clinton both advocated
versions of the "pay or play" plan that Sens.
George Mitchell (D-ME), Edward Kennedy (DMA), Donald Riegle (D-M1) and Jay Rockefeller
(D-WV) have introduced in Congress.

70*V

Harkin's weak health-care proposal
is bad medicine for the system's ills
Tsongas and Clinton propose that employers either provide insurance for their employees or pay a tax that would fund a federal
insurance program. They would control costs
by using the power of the state— along with
that of large employers—to bargain down insurance prices. Clinton would insist that insurance companies set rates for communities
rather than for individuals or businesses.
Bob Kerrey wants to break the link between employment and insurance, requiring
that state governments use the proceeds of
a payroll tax to buy private insurance for all
citizens. Kerrey would not eliminate insurance companies, but would have states set

health-care budgets to which the insurance
companies would have to conform.
Either of these plans would require new
taxes. These taxes would replace what em-.
ployers and employees now pay for health
insurance. In addition, taxes would have to
cover the expense of including the estimated
37 million people who do not have any insurance. But if the federal and state governments use their regulatory and bargaining
power to curb costs, then Americans' overall
burden would not rise as rapidly as it would
have under the present system. In five years,
Americans could be saving billions of dollars
and enjoying a degree of security that they

never had before. But it couldn't be done
without higher initial taxes.
Absurdities:When Lehrer asked Harkin to
respond to Kerrey's national health insurance proposal, Harkin attacked the proposal
precisely because it would bring higher
taxes. He insisted that genuine reform could
be achieved without new spending or taxing—a patent absurdity. He then described
an incremental, if not toothless, approach to
health-care reform—stressing administrative reform, preventative medicine—that the
insurance lobby in Washington has pressed
as an alternative to any serious change. HarConlinued on page 11
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